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Introduction 
In this paper we construct a complex associated with an infinitely prolonged system 
of differential equations E. The cohomologies Hi(E) of this complex seem to play an 
important role in the geometrical theory of partial differential equations. For example, 
I$‘(&) coincides with the Lie algebra sym(E) of higher infinitesimal symmetries of 
& while $1(E) is the set of equivalence classes of infinitesimal deformations of the 
equation &. 
The construction of Hi(E) ’ b IS ased on the following scheme. 
(i) For any “good enough” algebra A we define the Fr~~cher-Nijenhuis bracket [l] 
iv, .] : Ai CZJ &(A) x Aj(A) @ &(A) -+ k+j(A) CCJ &(A), 
where A*( A) = Ck Ak( A) is the graded algebra of differential forms over A and Dr (A) 
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is the Lie algebra of derivations of A. A common scheme (cf. [1,3]) allows one to define 
for any U E Al(A) 8 &(A), such that [U, UJ = 0, a complex with the differential 
8, : A”(A) 8 D1(A) ---) A”+‘(A) 8 D1(A). (0.1) 
(ii) If t : P + A4 is a smooth fiber bundle with a connection 0, then corresponding 
connection form Uv can be considered as the element from Ai go Dl(A), where 
A = Cm(P). Due to the identity 
UJv, WI = 2&7, 
where Rv is the curvature form of V (see [7]), one can pose U = Uv and construct the 
complex (0.1) for any flat connection. 
(iii) In particular, if t = Too : E(“) -+ M, where E(“l is the infinite prolongation of 
an equation E c J”(x), the Cartan connection C (see [4]) can be taken for V. This 
connection is flat and thus determines cohomologies of the above type. They are the 
main object of our interest. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 1 the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket is defined in an algebraic manner and 
the basic properties of this bracket are exposed. 
Section 2 is a summary of the geometrical theory of nonlinear differential equa- 
tions [4]. 
In Section 3 we introduce the cohomologies Hi(E), study H:(E) and HE(&) and infer 
local coordinate presentation for basic constructions. 
Three spectral sequences for the cohomologies H,*(l) are constructed in Section 4. 
One of them is used to describe Hz(E) for the case 6(m) = J”“(R). The result obtained 
allows one to introduce graded analogs of evolutionary derivations. They seem to play 
an important role in the geometry of partial differential equations. 
Finally, in Section 5 a description of the modules Hi(E) for evolution equations 
is obtained. They are computed completely for two examples-the heat and Burgers 
equations, to illustrate the general theory. 
1. The Friilicher-Nijenhuis bracket: basic properties 
In this section we redefine the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket (cf. [l, 51) in a way conve- 
nient for the following. The basic facts, mostly known, are assembled to make the expo- 
sition self-contained. For the sake of simplicity we confine ourself to the purely geomet- 
rical case and use the following notations: A = Cm(P) is the R-algebra of smooth func- 
tions on a smooth manifold P, Dr = D(A) is the Lie algebra of vector fields on P (and 
if Q is an A-module, then by O(Q) = {X : X + Q ( X(d).= ax(b) + bX(a), a, b E A} 
we denote the A-module of Q-valued A-derivations), Di = Dr A.. . A D1 (i times) is 
the A-module of i-vector fields on P, A1 = A’(A) is the A-module of l-forms on P, 
and Ai = A1 A.. . A A1 (i times) is the A-module of i-forms on P. . 
In what follows A : A” @ A3 + A’+J, D; @ Dj ---) D;+i is the exterior (wedge) product 
(of forms or polyvector fields; here and below 8 denotes the tensor product over A), 
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J : Di Q Aj _+ AS-i * IS the inner product, or contraction operation (we set Ak = 0 for 
!iT < O), d : Ai -+ Ai+’ is the de Rham differential, [X,Y] = X o Y - Y o X is the Lie 
bracket (commutator) of vector fields X,Y E Dr, and X(w) = d(X J w> + X J d(w) is 
the Lie derivation of w E A” with respect to X f Dr. 
Consider direct sums D, = &e D; and A* = xido Ai, Both of them are commu- 
tative graded algebras with respect to the exterior product operation: 
a A b = (-l>“% A a 
for any homogeneous elements a, b either from D, or from A* (we adopt the notation 
from 1121: (-l)$ d enotes (-l)des(S) for any homogeneous element s from a graded 
algebra; by (-l)s we denote -(-1)“). 
If d = Ciao ,4; is a commutative graded algebra, then D@(d) = C+u @(A) denotes 
the graded module of its graded derivations: 
Di(d) = (X : A --+ A 1 X(ab) = X(a) A b + (-l)“xu A X(b), a, b E A). 
Dg(d> is a graded Lie algebra with respect to the graded commutator 
[X,Y] = XOY -(-1)XYY OX. 
Remark. In fact, all the constructions of this section are valid in a more general 
situation. Namely, we can consider any unitary commutative F-algebra A (F being a 
field) such that the module A’(A) is projective and of finite type. 
1.1. For any element Q = w ~1 X E A* @ Dr consider an ~-homomorphism Z(Q) : A* -+ 
A” defined by 
~(s2>(3)=o~X(8)+(-l)~-dwn(X~8), BE A*. (l-1) 
Lemma. The ~o~lo~~~g statements hold: 
(i) For any R = w cp X the homomorphism G(R) E EndE(A*) is vlelE defined and is 
a derivation of the graded algebra A*, i.e. 
.C(n)(s A8') = fI(fi)(~)A6't(-l)we6' AL(fi)(e), t?,d' E A*. (1.2) 
(ii) The cor~spo~de~ce C : A* @ Dr + L3sr(A*> is a~ embedding. 
(iii) For any two e~~rne~t~ s1, R’ E A* @ D1 the ~~a~e~ comm~tutor [Z(Q), L(s2’)] &es 
ipz im(C). 
Proof. To check correctness of the definition we should compare elements ~~~~~X~(~~ 
and fT(w @ uX)(~), w h ere a E A and 0 E A*. But, by definition, 
qaw 63 X)(G) = aw A X(Q) + (-1)“. d(aw) A (X -I 19) 
and 
C(w @ uX)(@) = w A (aX)(@) -I- (-l)w ’ du A (ax) -I 8. 
Since 
(~X)(~~ = aX(6) -+ da A (x J a>, 
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d(aw) = da A w + ad(w), 
(UX) J e = u(X _I q, 
it follows that 
quw @IX) = C(w &I ux>p>. 
The proof of (1.2) is trivial. 
Let R = C; w; EI X; E A* EI D1 and C(R) = 0. Then for any a E A we have 
C;X;(u)wi = 0. In th e case when A’ is a finite type projective A-module, the lat- 
ter is possible iff R = 0. Hence, C is an embedding. 
To prove the last statement note that when A’ is a finite type projective A-module, 
an element X E D@(A*) belongs to im(,C) iff 
x(&?) = (-1)xdX(0), 8 E A*. 
In fact, this is obvious, if X E im(,C). On the other hand, if X satisfies the last identity, 
it is uniquely determined by its restriction X]A onto A = ho. This restriction can be 
considered as an element from Dr(A*)-the module of A*-valued derivations of A. But 
in the case under consideration we have an isomorphism 
4 : Dr(A*) Z A* 8 Dl(A), 
and, obviously, X = C(~(X],J)). 
Let now R,Q’ E A* @ D*(A). Then we have 
[,c(n),c(s2’)](de) = (-l)“+%([C(s2),L(R’)]e) 
which finishes the proof. Cl 
Now we can define the Friilicher-Nijenhuis bracket [!I, 52’1 of R, R’ E A* 8 D1 by 
L([[R,R’]) = [c(Q),c(n’)] = c(n) 0 q-2’) - (-l)““‘@‘) 0 L(n). 
From the lemma it follows that [R, 0’1 is well defined. 
(1.3) 
1.2. The main properties of the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket are direct consequences of 
the definition. 
Proposition. Let w, t9,p E A* and X, Y, 2 E D1. Then the following equalities take 
place: 
(i) Commonly known definition of [[., .I: 
~w~x,~~~yD=~~e~[x,Y]+w~x(e)~Y-Y(w)~e~x 
+ (-i)wdW A (x -lo) ~9 Y + (-i)“(Y J W) A de 63 x (1.4) 
= w A 8 @ [x, Y] + c(W 63 x)(o) CB Y - (-i)“‘@ C3 Y)(W) 62 x; 
in particular, [X,Yj = [X,Y]; 
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(1.5) i[~~x,e~YyIit(-1)“~1[8C3iY,WoX~=o; 
(iii) Connection with the A*-module structure in A* 8 D1 : 
~~~X,~A~~Y~ =wAX(p)Af&3Y 
+(-l)“{dwA(XJp)A8@Y +(YJw)AdpA8,@X} 
+(-l)W~~pA~W@x,QJY~ (14 
=qW9x)(p)A8@Y 
+(-l)“(Y Jw)Ad/M’@X t(-1)“PpA[~@X,8@Y]; 
(iv) Graded Jacobi identity: 
~(-1)‘“+“~~[[wcpx,[[6cpY,p~z~~ = 0, 
where ET5 denotes the sum of all cycEic ~Tmutot~ons. 
(1.7) 
All the identities are proved by direct calculations based on the definitions. 
Note that due to (ii) and (iv), A* @ Dr is the graded Lie algebra with respect to the 
FrGlicher-Nijenhuis bracket. 
1.3. Define the cont~ct~on oblation 
J : Ri @ Dk: x Aj @ D, --+ II”+~-~ @ Dl 
asfollows.LetR=w~X~Eni~D~andO=8~Y~R~@D~andset 
fkl~~i~(~)=wA(XJ8)@~, 
where J on the right-hand side denotes a contraction of a polyderivation into a form. 
Then the Richardson-Nijenhuis bracket [S] 
I., .nR : Ai @ D1 x Aj @ D1 + Ai+j-l Q D1 
can be defined by setting 
I[n, qR = in(@) - (-l)“%&-q. (1.8) 
Fina~y, we can define a wedge p~~uct of f2 and 0 in the fo~owing way: 
RAO=WA~@XXY EA;+%D~. (1.9) 
Obviously, 
10, o]R + (-l)n.@go, sZgR = 0 
and 
51AO+(-l)WM-I=0 
foranyR,OEA*@Dr. 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
Interrelations between the operations introduced above ([.,&J,E., .jR and A) are 
described by 
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Proposition. For any elements i&O, Z E A’ @ D1 the following identities hold 
6) RJ(OJE)=(RJ0)JZ+(-l)O(RAO)~E, (1.12) 
(ii) [io, i@] E in 0 i@ - (-1)“‘“io 0 iQ = iLo,@]& (1.133 
(iii) z J I[& @] = (-l)E”[f&z J @] + [-‘J 0, on 
+ (-l)‘l[=,fi] J 0 - (-l)“Q[:, 01 J Qt. 
(1.14) 
The proofs are based on straightforward computations. The last equality resembles 
the infinitesimal Stokes formula and plays an important role in what follows. 
1.4. Let U E A1 8 D1 be an element satisfying [U, UJ = 0. Then from (1.7) it follows 
that the mapping & = @,, : Ai@D1 ---) Ai+l@D1, where au(R) = [U, 01, is a differential, 
i.e. 8~ o 8~ = 0. The corresponding cohomologies are denoted by 
H;(A) = 
ker( 8;) 
im(@j-‘) * 
The basic properties of & are described by 
Proposition. For any homogeneous elements fl, 0 E A*@ D1 and p E A* the following 
identities hold: 
&&AR) = L(U)(p)/&- dpr\(R J u)+ (-l)P~Ad~(fi); (1.15) 
aU~52, on = 1[a~s2,on t (-l)oIn, avoni (1.16) 
nJa,ot(-l)“a,(nJo)tI[R,Ol)JU=([InJU,Ontdv(R)JO. (1.17) 
Proof. Identity (1.15) is a consequence of (1.6), (1.16) follows from (1.7), and (1.17) 
follows from (1.14). Cl 
From (1.16) it follows that: (1) if cCt,O E ker(&) then 
[52, O] E ker(du) 
and (2) if CR E ker(&) then 
[a,im(&)] c h-n(&). 
Thus, the cohomology module H; = &, H$ inherits the structure of the graded Lie 
algebra from A* 8 D1. 
2. Infinitely prolonged differential equations and the Cartan connection 
Here we give a brief exposition of the results and constructions from [4] which will 
be needed below. 
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2.1. Let M be a smooth n-dimensional manifold and t : E --) A4 be an m-dimensional 
fiber bundle over M. Denote the set of its sections by I’(n) and the set of its local 
sections in the neighborhood of 2 E M by I’,(n). The fiber bundle of k-jets of r is 
denoted by rk : Jk(r) ---) M while ‘IT o3 : J”(n) + M denotes the inverse limit of J”(x) 
with respect to the system of natural projections xk,[ : J”(n) ---) J’(n), k 2 1. 
Any point y E J”(n) can be represented in the form [f$ where f E l?=(r), z = xk(y), 
and [f]: denotes the class of local sections of K passing through the point f(z) E E = 
J’(x) and tangent to th e submanifold f(M) c E with the order k at this point. If 
f E I(47 then j,(f) : z + [f]! is a section of Xk, k = O,l,. . . , cm. This section is called 
the kth jet of f. From this description it follows that any point y’ E J”+l(n) such that 
Kk+l,k(d) = Y can be represented as a pair (y,&), where L,I is a tangent plane at y 
to some submanifold j,(f)(M) passing through y. 
Let Fk(n) denote the algebra COO(J”(a)). Then we have embeddings nit1 : F~(r) --$ 
Fk(r), k >, 1. The direct limit F’(r) of algebras Fk(r) with respect to {xi,,} is called 
the algebra of smooth functions on J”(n). We identify Fk(?r) with its image in F(n) 
and thus have 
+) = u -Tk(+ Fk(“) c Fk+l(r). 
k>O 
We also identify Cm(M) with its image in F(n) with respect to the embedding rr& : 
C”(M) ---) T(n). 
In a similar way we can define filtered F(n)-modules A”(r) of i-forms on J”(n) and 
set h*(n) = &oni(n). 
Let i E Z! and consider derivations of F(r) which shift the filtration in I by i: 
m(n) = x : F(n) + F(n) X(Fk(d> c rk+i(a), k > 0 
-v-d = fX(d + SW), I 
f,s E F(n) ’ 
Then, obviously, Dci)(r) c Dfi+l)(n) for all i E Z, and we define the F(n)-module of 
vector fields on J”(x) as 
Finally, for any fiber bundle K’ : E’ 
n&,(E’) - P( ) 
-) M we consider the induced bundle r&(7?) : 
K as the inverse limit of the bundles n;(n’) : 
n&,(E’) - . . . - r;+JE’) - n;(E’) - . . . - r*(E) - E 
1 nz.2 (4 I 
“;+I (4 
1 r; (r’) 1 
7r’(d) 
1 
7r’ 
J”(T) - . . . - J”+‘(n) - J”(n) - ,... - E - M 
Denote I(X;(r’)) by Fk(?r, n’). Obviously, Fl(n,n’) is embedded into Fk(x,7?) for 
all k 2 1. We set F(?~,K’) = U k20 Fk(r,$) and identify elements of F(~,R’) with 
sections of r&(x’). When ?r’ is a vector bundle, Fk(r,r’) becomes an Fk(n)-module, 
while F(r,n’) is a filtered S(n)-module. 
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The sections of r&,(7?) are in one-to-one correspondence with nonlinear differential 
operators A : I’(T) --$ I’(n’). Namely, if 4 E F k r,~‘), then the corresponding operator ( 
A, acts as 
A,(f) = &(f)*(4) E I?‘), f E I(+ 
If 4 E Fk(x, n’), we say that A, is of the order < k. 
Another way of representing nonlinear differential operators is as follows. Let A : 
I’(a) -+ I’(a’) be such an operator and let k be its order. For any point y = [f]$ E 
J”(w), f 6 r,(n), one can set 
4A(Y> = A(f I(4 E J’(n’). 
Thus we get a correspondence 
which is a morphism of fiber bundles ?rk and x’. Moreover, we can generalize this 
construction in the following way. Let s > 0 and let y = [f]E+s E Jk+$(r). Then one 
can set 
&)(Y) = [A(f E JW 
The mapping $2’ : J”+“(T) + J”(n’) is a morphism of the bundle nk+s into the bundle 
r:. The corresponding operator AcS) : I’(r) + l?(ni) is called the sth prolongation of 
A. If f E I’(r), then we have 
@)(f > = js@(f >I- 
Considering the limits of +g’ and of AcS) when s + co we get the mapping dkm) : 
J”(K) + J”(A’) and th e infinite prolongation A(w) : I’(r) + I’(&,) of the operator A. 
2.2. Consider a point y E J”(n) and the space Ci c T,(J”(r)) spanned by tangent 
planes to all the manifolds of the form jk(f)(lM) p assing through y. The correspondence 
y -+ Ci is called the Curtan distribution on J”(n). When k = 00, we have dim(CF) = 12 
and (n,)*(cp) = T,(M), z = noo(y), for any y E J”(r) (in fact, Cr = LI;, in this 
case). Hence, for any vector 21 E T,(M) there exists a unique vector Cv E C; such that 
(7r&(Cv) = I th V. n o er words, we obtain a connection C = C(n) in xoo which is called 
the Cartan connection. 
This connection associates with every vector field X E D(M) its lifting CX E D(r). 
The field CX is called the total derivative along X. It is easy to see that total derivatives 
are uniquely determined by the relations 
jlc+df >‘WW) = XMf >‘(4>>, 
for all f E I’(n), q5 E F~(T), k = O,l,. . . Hence, if X,Y E D(M), then 
C[X,Y] = [CX,CY] (24 
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which means that the Cartan connection is flat. 
Denote by CD(r) c D(n) an its)-submodule generated by all total derivatives: 
CD(r) consists of vector fields lying in the Cartan distribution on J”(r) and of them 
only. From (2.1) it follows that 
[CD(@D(n>] c CD(7r). 
Therefore, CD(x) is a Lie ~-s~balgebra in D(n) and the Cartan distribution on J”(7r) 
satisfies the Frobenius theorem conditions. Keeping this in mind we say that this dis- 
tribution is integrable. Its maximal integral ma~folds locally can be presented in the 
form ~~~~)~~), f E I(R), and vice versa. 
Denote by D,(r) the normalizer of Cafe) in D(n), i.e. 
It is clear that De(r) is a Lie R-algebra and CD(n) is an ideal in D&n). Hence, the 
quotient Lie algebra 
is defined which is called the algebra of ~~~~e~ ~ ~~~~~e~~~~~ s~~~~~~~~~ of z. It is the 
algebra of all nontrivial in~nitesim~ symmetries of the Cartan distribution on J”(F). 
In fact, let X E ~~{~) and consider a on~parameter group of transformations {At} 
corresponding to X (of course, in general such a group does not exist). Then transfor- 
mations At would act on the set of maximal integral manifolds of the Cartan distribu- 
tion, or, which is the same, on I’(n), On the other hand, if X E CD(r), corresponding 
transformation would slide any maximal integral manifold along itself and its actian 
on I’(n) would be trivial. Hence, classes of vector fields from Dc(n)/CD(n) correspond 
to nontrivial actions, or symmetries. 
Denote by Dv(n) a submodule in D(n) consisting of all vertical vector fields, i.e. of 
all the fields X E D(?r) satisfying X(C”(M)) = 0 (recall that we consider CM(M) to 
be naturally embedded into F(K) by means of x&o>. Then one can see that symfn) is 
identified with ~~(~) = DC(~) n Dv(n) while Rc(r) splits into the direct sum 
DC(~) = sym(w) 63 en(r). (2.2) 
To obtain a more efficient description of the algebra sym(rr) we need another general 
construction. 
2.3. Consider in the tangent bundle T(J*(zr)) a subbnndle HV = ?ro,v : TV’($)(r)) + 
P(w) consisting of ?r-vertical vectors: 
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Let ?T/C,V = 7rTk*,o(7rv), k = O,l,..., 03, be the induced bundles and let Fk(7r,rv) = 
I’(x~,v), Ic < co, F(?T,~v) = I’(r,,v). Obviously, F(K,?Tv) = U,+u~k(x,~v) is a 
filtered F(n)-module. 
Let A : l?(n) + I’(T’) be a differential operator of the order k. Consider a smooth 
family of sections ft E I’(n), t E IR, fu = f. Then at each point y = f(z) E Jo(r) we 
have a n-vertical vector dft(z)/dt It=0 = TJ,. The family of vectors {vz}, z E M, can be 
viewed as an element from I’(f*(nv)). I n a similar way we can consider the family of 
vectors dA(ft)(z)/dt It=o which we denote by Za,j(wz) and which lies in I’(A(f)*(+)). 
It can be shown that the construction does not depend on the family {ft} and 
depends on {vz} only. Thus we get a correspondence 
lA,f : w*(W)) + ww)*(&)) 
which is a linear differential operator of the order k. It is called a linearization of A 
on the section f. 
Let dLm’ : J”(K) + P(?T’ be the fib b dl 
1 
er un e morphism corresponding to A. Con- 
sider the induced bundle (qSLm )*(r&) and denote the set of its sections by -TA(,, $). 
It is a filtered F(n)-module. Define a lath order linear operator 
ZA : F(r, TV) + FA(,, +) 
by posing 
&(f)* o lA = lA,f oj&)* 
for any f fz qK). 0 ne can see that IA is well-defined. It is called the universal Zin- 
earization operator of A. If II, E .T( T,K’), we shall also use the notation 2, = ZAP, where 
A+ : I’(n) + r(?r’) is the operator corresponding to $. 
Remarks. 1) Note that, by definition, operators of universal linearization admit re- 
strictions on submanifolds of the form j,(M) c J”(T), f E I’(n). 
2) When K’ is a vector bundle, the bundle X& is naturally identified with (R’)*(#). 
Hence, the bundles ri v are identified with (Q*(K’) and (OF’)* = (n,)*(?r’). 
Therefore, in this case’ 2~ takes its values in F(n,n’) : 
2.4. From now on we suppose K’ to be a vector bundle. Fix a section q5 E 7(n, TV) 
and define a map 
3;’ : F(K, 7r’) + F(“,d) 
by 
q’w = M4), II, E e, 74. 
When x’ : M x 1 --+ A4 is the trivial one-dimensional bundle over M, we shall write 34 
instead of 3;‘. 
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For any two elements a E 3’(n), If, E T(lr,n’) we have 
a;‘(cr$) = Et&)$ + cq’($q. 
In particular, 34 is a derivation of the algebra .3(r) for any 4 E 3(7r,~v), and we have 
a correspondence 
which associates with a section (b E 3(n, nv) corresponding derivation 3,. We say that 
23, is an evolutionary derivation and call 4 its generuting section. 
In fact, it can be shown that 3 is a one-to-one correspondence between F(n,av) 
and the first summand in (2.2). Th us we can state that sym(r) consists of evolutionary 
derivations and of them only. Since 9 is a bijection and sym(~) is a Lie algebra, for 
any two sections (b,$ E 3(7r,nv) there exists a unique section C E 3(7r,rv) such that 
P& a+1 = 36. (2.3) 
We use the notation C = (#,$) and call {#,$} the (higher) Jacobi bra&et of the 
sections C$ and $. Thus sym(r) is isomorphic to the module 3(7r,~v) equipped with a 
Lie R-algebra structure with respect to {., .). 
When K is a vector bundle, 3(n,nv) coincides with the module 3(n, 7r) and the 
higher Jacobi bracket can be expressed in the form 
(4, $1 = a,($) - %&9* (24 
2.5. Let A: I’(n) -+ I’(n’) b e a fcth order differential operator and G = & c Jk’(7r) be 
the differential equation determined by A : 
EA = (Y' if]; E Jk(r) 1 REM, fN4, W&$=0} 
(recall that we consider x’ to be a vector bundle). In such a representation coordinates 
along the fibers of 7~ correspond to dependent variables of C while A4 stands for the 
manifold of independent ones. A section f E. T’(rr) is a solution of E iff A(f) = 0, 
or, which is the same, when jk(f)(M) c 1. Th e set of solutions of the equation E is 
denoted by sol(l). A local version of this definition is given in a similar way. 
To the sth prolongation A(S) : I’(n) + II’ of A the s th p~~ongat~o~ d”f c 
J”+“(T) of E corresponds, and one can introduce its infinite prolongationdCO) c J”(n) 
which is the inverse limit with respect to the system of mappings 
7r&l,k+s I,+) : 23’) ---, E(S), s sg 6. 
From now on we suppose the fo~owing: 
(i) Cfs) is a smooth submanifold in Jk+“(n) for every s 2 0; 
(ii) all the mappings rrk+i,r~++ IE(l) are fiber bundle projections; 
(iii) the mapping ?~k,k__~ (E : t: - JkB1(n) is a fiber bundle projection as well (note 
that the last condition can be satisfied without loss of generality). 
Remarks. 1) Obviously, s01(C(~)) = sol(C) for all s = O,l,. . , ,OO. 
2) Let y E f(s) and Ey (‘+r) be the fiber of the projection ~~+~+~,h+~ : Et”+‘) + C(“) 
over the point y. Then one can show that a point y’ = (;y,L,f) E J”+“+l(rr) (see 
Subsection 2.1) lies in Er$“‘r) iff &,I c T,(d”)). Hence, if y = [fk+‘, f E I’(r), x E A4, 
then j,(f)(M) should be tangent to & at the point j,(f)(z) with the order s and 
vice versa. Taking s = CO we see that E(“l consists of the points y = [f~ such that 
j&)(M) is tangent to E at j,(f)(x) with th e infinite order. In other words, points of 
&(“O) are formal solutions of 1. 
3) From the above said it follows that if y = [f]~ E C(“), then ~~{~~(~)(~)) = 
_c, C z-,(E(“f). 
When C satisfies the conditions (i)-( iii a ) b ove, it is said to be a ~o~muZ1~ ~~~eg~a~le 
equation. Then the considerations of Subsections 2.1-2.4 relating to the fiber bundle 
aoo: J”(n) + M can be literarly repeated for R~: dm) -+ M. 
Namely, we consider the algebras 
3@) = CD”(E(S)), s = O,l,. . .) 
3_&) = P(@P), s = 1,. . .,k, 
34-](E) = CqJ4) 
and suppose 348) to be embedded into 3i+r(C) by ~i+~+r,~+~. We define the filtered 
algebra of smooth functions 3(C) on E(w) by posing 3(E) = u; 3i(l). Let xi : E’ --+ A4 
be a vector bundle. Consider restrictions of the bundles ~&+i Ic+i(~‘) onto Eti) and 
denote by 3i(C,n’) corresponding modules of sections. In a similar way we use the 
embeddings 3i(C, n’) c 3i+r(E, r’) and define 3(C, r’) = lJk 3i(E, R’). 
Let I = 1~ be the ideal of functions vanishing on C : 
I= {f E 3&r) 1 fl& = q. 
Then 30(r) = 3k(n)/J, and one can show that 
Fk+&) 3@> = I(“) 
and 
348, A’) = 3/c+i(7r, r’) 
I(i) * &+&r, 7r’)’ 
where the ideal Iti) c 3k+i(n) is generated by the functions 
g=CX1(...(CX,(f))...), 
f EI, Xl,*-*, X,ED(M), o<:<i. 
(2.5) 
obviously, If”) c If;+l), and we set I(“1 = &-I(if. Then we have the fo~owing / 
isomorphisms 
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From (2.5) it follows that the ideal f(“) is stable with respect to actions of total 
derivatives CX, X E D(M). Hence, each vector field of the form CX determines a 
derivation CsX of the algebra 3(e), or a vector field on I(“). In such a way we obtain 
a flat connection Cz : D(M) -+ D(C) which is the Cartan connection restricted onto the 
subbundle ?r M : dm) --+ M (h ere D(8) denotes the Lie algebra of vector fields on EtD”)). 
Just as it was done above we introduce an 3(C)-submodule CD(E) in D(G) generated by 
the fields of the form QX. Due to the flatness of C& one has [C~(~),C~(~)] c CL)(C). 
It means that the set of vector fields CD(C) determines an integrable distribution on 
E(oo)-the Cartan distribution restricted on e(a). Locally maximal integral manifolds 
of this distribution coincide with local solutions of E. 
Define a Lie algebra &(E) by posing 
DC(Z) = {x E D(Z) 1 [X,CD(E)] c CD(E)). 
Then Cf)(l) is an ideal in Ilc(E) and the quotient Lie R-algebra 
sym(e> = j$$j 
is defined. Elements of sym(C) are called (~~g~~r~ s ~me~r~es of the ~q~ut~o~ C. 
In exactly the same way as it was done in Subsection 2.2 elements from sym(E) 
can be interpreted as classes of vector fields with nontrivial action of corresponding 
one-parameter groups of transformations (would they exist) on sol(6). We introduce 
s--vertical vector fields on f(w) by posing 
DV(C> ={X E D(E) 1 X(3_,_&>) = 0) 
and note that sym(l) can be identified with the intersection 
Or(&) = DC(r) n Dv(&), 
Due to this identification @(c(r) splits into a direct sum decomposition 
DC(E) = sym(E) $ CD(c). 
To describe the algebra sym(8:) in more efficient terms note that each symmetry X 
of the equation C is a restriction of some evolutionary derivation 34 E symfn) onto 
C(O”), where 4 E 3( r, KV), and is uniquely determined by the restriction d, E 3(8,7r) of 
# onto E(O”). Keeping this in mind we write X = 34. Moreover, let A : I’(n) + I’(n’) be 
an operator determining 1. From the fact that la admits restrictions on submanifolds 
of the form j,(f)(M), f E I’(11->, and from Remark 3 of the previous subsection it 
follows that la can be restricted onto C(O”). In other words, there exists an operator 
kt: : F(C‘,nv) ---$ F(E,7r’) such that the diagram 
qvv) -5 3(n,n’) 
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is commutative (vertical arrows denote natural restrictions of the sections from J”(r) 
onto E(W)). 
Then one can prove that 36 E sym(E) iff 4 E ker(ls). Identifying evolutionary deriva- 
tions with corresponding generating sections, as it was done in the case J”(R) = &too), 
we can express this fact in the following way 
sym(E) = ker(le). (2.6) 
2.6. In conclusion of this section we represent the main constructions in local coordi- 
nates. 
Let (51 , . . . , xn) be a local chart in M over which T is trivial and (ul, . . . , urn) be 
coordinates along fibers of r corresponding to this rtrivialization. In this situation local 
coordinates r&(x*), . . . , n&(xn) and p’, arise naturally in J”(r). The functions p’b are 
determined by the relations 
where (T = (cl,... , a,) is a multi-index and 101 = g1 + . . . + cn. 
Then the Cartan distribution on J”(r) can be represented by the system of l-forms 
j = l,... ,m, la~=O,l,..., where a+ 1; denotes the multi-index (~1, . . . , a; + 1, . . . , a,). 
In these coordinates the Cartan connection is completely determined by the liftings of 
coordinate vector fields 
where D; is the total derivative with respect to xi. 
If 4= (&...,4rn) is a section from F(~,nv) then 36 is of the form 
where D 0 = DC1 0. ..oDan 1 12' On the other hand, if F E F(K) then 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
To restrict the formulae (2.7)-(2.10) on o an infinitely prolonged equation &tW) one t 
needs only to choose independent coordinates in E(W)(so-called internal coordinates for 
EtW)) and to rewrite necessary expressions in these coordinates. 
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3. C-cohomologies of partial differential equations 
Here we introduce new cohomological invariants of partial differential equations. 
The construction is based on the results of Sections 1 and 2. We call these invaria~ts 
C-cohomoEogies since they are determined by the Cartan connection C on E(“). We 
follow the scheme from the classical paper by Nijenhuis and Richardson [S], especially 
in interpretation of the cohomology in question. 
3.1. Let 6 : P -+ M be a fiber bundle with a connection V, which is considered 
as a C03(M)-homomorphism V : D(M) + D(P) sending a field X E D(M) into 
V(X) = Vx E D(P) and satisfying Vxfef) = X(f) for any f E COO(M). 
Let Y E p, 8%~) = 2 E M, and denote by Pg = <-l(z) the fiber of 6 passing through y. 
Then V determines a linear mapping V, : T,(M) --+ T&P) such that &,(v$,(~)) = 2t 
for any 2, E T,(M). Thus with any point y E P a linear subspace Or&(M)) c T,(P) 
is associated. It determines a distribution Dp, on P which is called the ~or~~o~t~Z 
~~~~~~~~~0~ of the connection V. If V is flat, then Vv is integrable. 
As it is well known (see, for example, [2]), the connectiora foprn U = U’v E Al(P) @ 
D(P) can be defined as follows. Let y E P, Y E D(P), Y, E T&(P) and zt = &,(Yy,. 
Then we set 
(X _I U& = Y, - v,(u). (3.1) 
In other words, the value of Uv at the vector Y, E T,(P) is the projection of Y, onto 
the tangent plane T!(Py) along the connection plane passing through y E P. 
If @I,..., z,,.) are local coordinates in M and (yl, . . . , y”) are coordinates along the 
fiber oft (the case s = CO is possible), we can define V by the following equalities 
a 
Vdr; ( > = &+-&+i. i j=l 
Then UV is of the form 
From (L-4) it follows that 
Gw 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Recall that the curvature form Rv of the connection V is defined by the equality 
Rv(X,Y) = PxJM- “[X,Y], x,y E ww. 
We shall express the element [Uv, UV] in terms of the form Rv now. Consider a 
field X E D(P) and represent it in the form 
X=XV$XH, (3.5) 
where, by definition, 
x’=xJ&, x*=x-xv 
are vertical and horizontal components of Y respectively. In the same manner one can 
define vertical and horizontal components of any element Q E A*(P) @ D(P). 
Obviously, Xv E Dv(P), where 
D”(P) = {X E D(P) [ x[*(.f) = 0, f E c-(M)}, 
while XH is of the form 
x* = x fiVX;, fi E c=(P), xi E D(~), 
a 
and lies in the distribution Vv. 
Proposition. Let V : D(M) --+ D(P) be a connection in the fiber bundle [ : P -+ N. 
Then for any &vertical vector field Xv one has 
xv -I pv, uvj = 0. 
I..XH = cifaVxi, YH = CjgjVy3, fi,gj E C”“(P), Xi,yj E D(M), are horixon- 
tak vector ~e~ds~ then 
YH J XH J [uv, uvj = 2 c figj&(&Yj), 
G 
or, to be short, 
WV, uvll = 2Rv. 
Proof. Let X E D(P). Then from (1.14) it follows that 
X J u&f, ug = z([u,xj J u - t[u,x J VI), 
where U = UT. Hence, if X = Xv is a vertical field, then 
Xv J I[& ul] = 2([u, xv] J u - [u, xv J u]) = -2[u,x”]? 
But the left-hand side of this equality is vertical (see (3.4)) and thus vanishes. This 
proves the first part of the proposition. 
Let now X = X* be a horizontal field. Then 
x* J I[u, u] = 2[u,xNn J u = #&@qV. 
Hence, if Y* is another horizontal field, then, by (l.lZ), 
YH J (x* J [u, u])) = 2YH J (uu,x~n J u) = 2(YH J uu,x*n) J u. 
But from (1.14) it follows that 
Y* J I[u,@] = [x*,Y*] J u = [xH,YH] -I u. 
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Therefore, 
YH J XH -I [U, U] = 2[XH,YH] J u = 2([XH,YH] - [XH,YHJH) 
= 2~fiSi((VX~,vYj] - ~vXi~vY~IH> 
6j 
for X = x; f;Vxi, Y = Cj gjVyj* But obviously, for any f E COO(M) one has 
[vXi?VYjl(f) = [xi9ql(f) 
and, consequently, 
From (3.6) and from Subsection 1.4 it follows that if the connection in question is 
fiat, i.e. R9 = 0, then the element tJ9 determines a complex 
0 + D(P) 5A’(P)*D(P)-... 
2 P+](P) @ D(P) -+ . . . , 
(3.7) 
+ Ai(P) 8 D(P) 
where 8~ = 86 = I[Uv,.l. 
Remark. Horizontal fields X” are defined by the condition XH J Uv = 0. Denote 
the module of such fields by DC(P) : 
D;(P) = {X E D(P) 1 x _I u9 = O}. 
By setting 0 = U = Uv in (1.17) one can see that 
&7(st J U) = I%$) J U 
for any 52 E A*(P) CQ D(P). Hence, 
&(A*(P) CSI Dv(P)) c A*(P) 8 Dv(P) 
and 
ati@* GJ D:(P)) c A*(P) 8 D:(P). 
Considering a direct sum decomposition 
A*(P) @ D(P) = A*(P) ~51 Dv(P) @A*(P) ~31 DC(P) 
one can see that 
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3.2. To proceed further let us compute 0-cohomology of the complex (3.7). 
From (1.17) it follows that for any two fields Y, 2 E D(P) the equality 
zJd~Y+[z,Y]Ju~=[zJu~,Y] 
holds. Thus Y E ker(aG) iff 
[z,Y] -1 uv = [z -1 &,Y] 
for any 2 E D(P). Using decomposition (3.5) for Y and 2 and substituting it into 
the last equation we get that the condition Y E ker(a$) is equivalent to the system of 
equations 
[zv, YH] J uv = [zv, YH] (3.8.1) 
[zH,Yv] J I& = 0. (3.8.2) 
Let Y* = C; f;Vx, ( see above). Then from (3.8.1) it follows that 
C zv(f;)vXi = C fi[vXi 7 zv]* 
i i 
But the left-hand side of this equation is a horizontal vector field while right-hand side 
is always vertical. Hence, 
for any vertical field 2 v. Choosing locally independent fields X; we see that functions 
f; actually lie in C”(M) ( or, strictly speaking, in [*(C”(M)) c C”(P)). It means 
that, at least locally, YH is of the form 
YH = vx, x ED(M). 
But since Vx = VX, iff X = X’, the field X is well defined on the whole manifold M. 
On the other hand, from (3.8.2) we see that Yv E ker(&$) iff [ZH, Yv] is a horizontal 
field for any horizontal 2 H. Thus we get the following result: 
Proposition. A direct sum decomposition 
ker(a&) = D;(P) @ V(D(M)) 
takes place, where V(D(M)) is the image of the mapping V : D(M) + D(P) and 
D;(P) = {Y E DV(P) 1 [YJqP)] c D;(P)}. 
One can see now that D;(P) consists of non-trivial infinitesimal symmetries of the 
distribution Vv while the elements of V(D(M)) are trivial symmetries (in the sense 
that corresponding transformations slide integral manifolds of VV along themselves). 
To skip this trivial part of ker(a$) note that 
(i) uv E A’(P) @ P(P), 
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and (see the remark in Subsection 3.1) 
{ii) a& (A~~~~ @~V~~~~ c i@+*(P) @ D”(P). 
Thus we have a vertical complex 
0 -4 P(P) ~Al~~~~~V~~)~... 
+ Ai @ DV( P) 2 A’+-l<P) @ DV(P) -+ . . . p 
i-cohomology of which is denoted by H&(P). F ram the above said it follows that 
B$(P) coincides with the Lie algebra of nontrivial in~nitesim~ symmetries for the 
distribution +Dv. 
3.3. Consider an in~niteIy prolonged equation C(“) c JW(n) and the Cartan connec- 
tion c = CL: in the fiber bundle z, : do”) ---) M. The corresponding connection form 
E&7, V= C, will be denoted by UC in this case. Knowing the form U& one can se- 
construct the Cartan distribution on EtCO). Since this distribution contains all essential 
information about solutions of C (see Subsection 2.5), one can state that U, ~~~e~rn~~~~ 
the equation structure on C(“).. 
By rewriting the vertical complex defined above in the case t = R~ we get a complex 
0 --+ P/(I) -%P(E)@DV(C)-*.. 
13.9) 
--, P(C) @ r;lV(C) Jz W(E) @ V(E) -+ t * 1 
where, for the sake of simplicity, Aa stands for A~~~~~)). The &ohomologies of (3.9) 
are denoted by N>(I) an d are called C-co~omolog~es of the equation 1. 
From the results of Subsections 2.5 and 3.2 we get the following 
3.4, To obtain an interpretation of HE(I) consider the element U = UE E Al(E) ~9 
Dv(E) and its deformation U(E), U(0) = U, w h ere E E R is a small parameter. It is 
natural to expect this deformation ta satisfy the following conditions 
6) U(E) E Al(E) @ DV(E> (vertic~ty~ 
and 
(ii) UU~E),U~~~~ = 0 ~integrabi~ty~~ (3.10) 
Expand U(E) into a formal series in E 
U(E) = uo + WI& + . . ’ + UiEi + I . . , (3.11) 
and substitute (3.11) into (i> and (ii). Then one can see that VI E Al(E) @ Dv(C) and 
[Uo, &I/ = 0. 
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Since Uu = U(0) = U, it follows that Ur E ker(di). Thus ker(E$) consists of all (vertical) 
infinitesimal deformations of U preserving the natural conditions (i) and (ii). 
On the other hand, im(E$) consists of elements of the form a,“(X) = [U,X], X E 
Dv(f). Such elements can be viewed as infinitesimal deformations of U originating from 
transformations of 6(m) which are trivial on M (i.e. fiber-wise transformations of the 
bundle x co : I(“) + Al). In fact, let P be a manifold and At : P + P, t E R, A0 = id, 
be a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms with 
k(,_u(A’) = X E W). 
Then for any 0 E A*(P) EI D(P) one can consider the element A+(,!_?(@)) defined by 
means of the commutative diagram 
Cc(Q) 
A*(P) - R’(P) 
4 1 1 ‘4: (3.12) 
A*(p) 
At,*(C(@ll 
m A’(P). 
Then, obviously, for any homogeneous element 0 = 0 @ Y E A*(P) 8 D(P) and w E 
A*(P) we have 
= i (t=o(A;(0) A A;YA:,w t (-l)‘dA;e A A,“(Y J AT,w)) 
= X(6) A Y(W) + 8 A [x,Y](W) + (-i)edx(o) A (Y J W) 
+ (-l)% A [x, Y] J w = C([X, 9 c3 Yj)(w). 
Thus, if one takes 0 = C; 0; @ Y;: E A*(P) @ D(P) and sets 
A;(O) = Cl(t) = CA;(&) IB ArKA”,, (3.13) 
then 
o(t) = 0 + [X, ojt •l- o(t). 
In other words, [X,OJj is the velocity of the transformation of 0 with respect to At. 
Taking P = ,??(W) and 0 = U one can see that the elements V = [U, X] are infinitesimal 
transformations of U arising from transformations At : &(O”) + C(“). If ?T~ o At = 7r,, 
then X E Dv(Z) and V E im(L$!). It is natural to call such deformations of U trivial. 
Since, as it was pointed out above, the element U determines the structure of differ- 
ential equation on the manifold ,5(m) we obtain the following result. 
Theorem. The elements of H:(t) are in one-to-one correspondence with the classes 
of non- trivial infinitesimal vertical deformations of the equation &. 
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3.5. Remarks. 1) One can consider deformations of UE not preserving the verticality 
condition. Then classes of the corresponding in~nitesimal deformations are identified 
with the elements of 1st ~ohomo~ogy module of the complex (3.1) (for f = C(“) and 
V = C). The theory of such deformations is quite interesting but lies beyond the scope 
of the present paper. 
2) Since the operation f=, -1 defined on H,l(CfW)) takes its values in @fC) the el- 
ements of the module I&?(E) ( or a part of them at least) can be. interpreted as the 
obstructions for the deformations of & (cf. [S]). 
3.6. Local coordinate expressions for the element UE and for the differentials 8~ = 8; 
in the case &‘fc”) = J”(K) look as follows. 
Let (21,. . . , zn, d, . . . ,a*) be local coordinates in Jo(r) and $i, j = 1,. . . , m, IsI 2 
0, be ~orres~o~d~n~ canonical coordinates in J”(n). Then from (2.8) and (3.3) it follows 
that 
(3.14) 
where wi are the Cartan forms on !“3(r) given by (2.7). 
Consider an element 0 = Cj,, 0: @ a/ad E A*(n) Q, Dv(n). Then, due to (3.14) 
and (1.4), we have 
(3.15) 
where ~~~~~ is the Lie derivative of the form B E A*(E) along the vector field .tfi E II( 
3.7. As it was noted in Subsection 1.4, the ~ohomo~ogy module II: inherits from 
A* (~a Dr the structure of the graded Lie algebra with respect to the Frolicher-Nijenhuis 
bracket. In the case when U = UT is the connection form of a connection V : D(M) -+ 
D(P), additional algebraic structures arise in the cohomologies H;(P) = xi H&(P) 
of the corresponding verticl complex. 
First of all note that for any 5t E A*(P) @ Dv(P) the identity 
n_Juv=uv (3.16) 
holds, ITence, if 0 E A*(P) @ DV(P) is a vertical element too, then (1.17) acquires the 
form 
Q J &O + (-l)“&+ J 0) = &+I) _I 0. 
From (3.17) it follows that 
ker(&> J ker(&) c ker(&), 
ker(do) J h(b) c im(ao), 
irn~~) -I ker(&v) c irn~~v)~ 
(3.17) 
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Therefore, the contraction operation 
,: Ai(I’) @ D”(P) x Aj(P) $3 DV(P) -+ l=fi+j-yfy @ mp> 
induces an operation 
-I : H&(P) c3x H;(P) -+ H$+‘(P) 
which is defined by posing 
where [.I denotes the cohomological class of the corresponding element. 
In particular, H;(P) is closed with respect to the contraction operation, and due 
to (1.12) this operation determines in K$(P) an associative algebra structure. Let 
#E H$(P) and 0 E H&(P). Th en one can define an action of 0 on # by posing 
R@(4) = Cj _I 0 E H;(P). (3.18) 
Thus we have a mapping 
which is a homomorphism of associative algebras due to (1.12). In particular, taking 
P = E(OO) and E = K, we obtain the following 
Proposition. For my ~or~ullg ~~tegru&~e e~~ut~o~ E c Jk(7r) the ~~~~e H:(C) is 
an associative algebra with respect to the contruction ope~t~o~ f. This algebra acts on 
Hi = sym(s) by means of the representation R defined by (3.18). 
3.8. When (3.16) takes place, equality (1.15) acquires the form 
Set 
&(PA a> = (q&7) - dp) A i-2 + (-l)PpI\ &7(R). 
2, = d - L(Uv) 
and note that 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(&T)~ =(~{UV~~~ - L(Uv) o d - do C(&,) + d2 
= -L(Uv) o d - do C(&). 
But 
L(R) o d = (-1)“d o C(Q) 
(see Subsection 1.1) and, therefore, (2~)~ = 0. Thus we have a differential 
& = ;t; : Ai + Ai+l(P), i = 0, 1, . . . , 
and corresponding cohomologies 
(3.21) 
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From (3.19) it follows that 
ker(&) A ker(&) c ker(&), 
im(&) A ker(dv) c im(&), 
ker(&) him(&) c im(&), 
and hence a well-defined wedge product 
A : B&(P) L&g H$(P) ----f H$j(P). 
Moreover, from (3.20) and (3.21) it follows that 
l(n) 0 & = ,+,rjo] + (-1)nlv 0 L(R) 
for any Q E A*(P) @I D’(P). It means that by posing 
+-$~I = [G-PI, 0 E h*(P) 
we get a well-defined homomorphism of graded Lie algebras 
L : H;j(P) + P(&(P)), 
where k+(P) = C; &,(P). 
If(~l,...,%,Y1, . . . , y”) are local coordinates in P (see Subsection 3.1), then an easy 
computation shows that 
aV(.f> = C Vi(f)dzi, f E C”“(P), 
i 
&(ds;) = 0, i = 1,. . . ,n, (3.22) 
where coefficients Vi and vector fields V; are given by (3.2). Obviously, the differential 
& is completely defined by (3.22). 
4. Spectral sequences and graded evolutionary derivations 
In this section we construct three spectral sequences associated with C-cohomologies 
of infinitely prolonged equations. One of them is used to compute the algebra H,*(n) = 
H;(J”(lr)) of th e “empty” equation. The result obtained leads naturally to the notion 
of graded evolutionary derivations which seem to play an important role in the geometry 
of differential equations. 
4.1. The first of spectral sequences to be defined originates from a filtration in A*(E)@ 
DV(E) associated with the notion of the degree of horizontality. Namely, an element 
0 E AP(Z) 8 W(8) is said to be i-horizontal if 
X1J(XaJ...(Xp_i+,JO)...)=O 
I the set of all such elements. Obvi- 
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for any Xl,..., X,_;+r E D”(E). Denote by ‘H:(E) 
ously, a;(E) > %;+r(E). 
Proposition. For any equation & an embedding 
&(WE)) C x$+) 
takes place. 
To prove this we need some auxiliary facts. 
4.2. Lemma. For any vector fields X1,. . .,X, E ov(&) and an element 0 E A*(E) @ 
Dv(E) the equality 
holds. 
X1 J . ..Jx. J&(o) = (-l)“i&(& J ...Jx, Jo) 
+ &)p+‘& J . . . J &_I J a~(&) _I &+I J ... J xp J @ 
(4.1) 
i=l 
Proof. Recall that for any R E A*(E) 8 Dv(E) one has 
RJUE=Q 
and, by (3.17) 
(4.2) 
fl J i&(o) = 8&n) J 0 - (-l)“&(fi J 0). (4.3) 
In particular, taking R = X E O”(E) we get 
X J &@ = &(x) J @ - i&(x J 0). (4.4) 
This proves (4.1) for p = 1. The proof is finished by induction on p starting with 
(4.4). El 
4.3. Lemma. Let X1,. . . ,Xp+r E Ov(E) and 0 E R:(E) = Rp(f) @I Dv(&). Then 
X1 J . . . J x,,, J (a&) = 0, 
i.e. i&(3-1;(8)) C ‘H!+‘(C). 
This is a direct consequence of (4.1). 
4.4. A form 8 E Ap(E) is said to be horizontal if X J 0 = 0 for any X E L):(E); denote 
by A:(E) the set of such forms. It is easy to see that ‘HP(E) = A;(E) ~3tg-‘(E), i.e. any 
element 0 E 31:(f) can be represented as 
O=Cp,AO,, (4.5) 
s 
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where ps E A:(E), 0, E ApWi(E) @ D’(E). Applying (3.19) and (3.20) to (4.5) in the 
case when V is the Cartan connection C we get 
(4.6) 
Lemma. Let 6 : P ==+ M be a fiber bundle with a connection V : II(M) + D(P) cand 
A;;(P) = (p f A*(P) 1 Y -I p = 0, Y E V(P)} 
be the module of horizontal forms on P. Then for any p E At(P) 
&T(P) E A;+r(P). 
Proof. Let R E A*(P)~~~P~, p E A*(P) and Y E D(P). Then standard computations 
show that 
Y J (i@)p) = Lc(Y J fi>p + (-1)“l&)(Y J p) - (-l)“ffi,Y] J /IL 
In particular, if Q = Uv and Y E D’(P), using (3.16) one has 
(4.7) 
y J (~~Uv~P~ = y(P) - ~tuv)(y J P) + h(y) J P, 
from where it follows that 
Y-I &F(P) = -&(Y J p> - @v(Y) J p, 
since & = d - C(Uv). 
Hence, if Y E Dv(P) and p E A;(P), th en 
Y J &7(p) = 0. 
one has &r(Y) E Al(P) @ Dv(P> and 
cl 
Proposition 4.1 now follows from Lemmas 4.3,4.4 and the identity (4.6). 
Remark. From the definition of & it immediately follows that its restriction on A;(C) 
coincides with the horizontal de Rham complex of the equation t‘ (see [4,11]). As it 
follows from (3.221, in local coordinates this restriction is completely determined by 
the equalities 
where i = l,... ,7t, f E F(r) and III,... , D, are total derivatives, Cohomologies 
H;(l) = Ed H;(I) of th’ IS complex (so-called horizontal eohomo~~~e~) play an im- 
portant role in the geometry of differential equations. One can show that the action I: 
of Hz(E) defined in Subsection 3.8 can be restricted onto the module H:(E). In fact, 
if p E AZ(G) and X, Y E Dv(E), then 
xJY(p)=Y(XJp)+fX,Y]Jp=0. 
On the other hand, if Sz E A*(6) @ DV(E), then from (4.7) it follows that 
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Hence, by induction, 
L (A’(b) 0 OV(E)) (At;@)) c At;(E). 
4.5. Define a filtration in A*(E) 8 Ov(E) by posing 
JyA’(e) 8 DV(E)) = q+l(E). 
Obviously, 
(4.9) 
F’(A;“(E) 8 O’(8)) 1 F’+‘(Ap(e) 8 oV(E)) 
and Proposition 4.1 is equivalent to the fact that 
& (F’(AP(f) CSI D’(E))) c F’(AP+‘(E) 8 oV(e)). 
Thus (4.9) defines a spectral sequence for the complex (3.9) which we call ?t-spectral. 
Its term Ee is of the form 
EP+l = 
0 (4.10) 
p=o,-l,...; q=-2p )..., -2p+n. 
To express EOp’q in more suitable terms recall the splitting 
A’(C) = A;(E) @ CA’(E), 
where Gil(f) is the set of all l-forms vanishing on the Cartan distribution on 1. Let 
CiA(E) = CA’(E) A.. . A CA’(b) (i times). 
Then for any p the module A?‘(E) can be represented as 
Thus 
‘H;(E) = (5 &A(E) A A;(E)) Q D”(E) 
Sk0 
from which it follows that 
EPyq = C-PA(E) A AF+q(C) @ O’(E). 0 
The configuration of the term EO for the X-spectral sequence is presented on Fig. 1. 
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p=-2 p=-1 p=O 
Q =72 
!l = n-l 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
q=2 
q=l 
q=o 
Fig. 1. The %spectrd sequence configuration (term Eo). 
4.6. The second spectral sequence to be defined is in a sense complementary to the 
first one. Namely, we say that an element 0 E M(6) @ D”(E) is (p - i + l)-Cus-tan 
if X1 _I V-n J X; -I 0 = 0 for any Xl,...,X; E CD(C), and denote the set of all such 
elements by C:(S) c AP(&) @ D"(8). Obviously, Cip(C) c Cr+,(t’). 
Proposition. For any equation C c J”(r) one has 
O&(C;p(l)) c cip,;(E>. 
To prove this proposition we need some preliminary facts. 
4.7. Lemma. For any vector fields XI,. . . ,X, E CD(&) and an element 0 E A*(E) cx, 
Dv(t) the ~q~~~~~~ 
XI J ~-~Jx,J~,(~)=(--l)pb~(x~J~~~J~~J~) 
+ f&l)p+‘+‘xl J .** -1 x,_l J [I&&+1 _I I-. _I & _I @] _I UC. (**11’ 
i=l 
holds. 
Proof- We proceed by induction on p. Let X E CD(E). Then, since X J UE = 0 and 
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[X, Uc]J = 0, from (1.14) it follows that 
x _I a~(@) = -&(x J 0) - [[x,0] _I u,, 
which gives us the starting point of induction. 
Suppose now that (4.11) is proved for all s < T. Then by (4.12) we have 
(4.12) 
x1 J x2 J . . . J a&.+~ J &E(o) = x1 J (x2 J ... J z&+1 J &(o)) 
= (+X1 -1 &(x2 -1 . .. J a&.+~ J 0) 
r+l 
+ x1 J x(-l)‘+%2 J . . . J xi-1 J [x;, &+I J . . . J _&-+I J @] J u& 
i=2 
=(-1)+&(x1 J...J&+l J @)-[&x2 J...J&+l Jo] J &) 
r+l 
+ ~(-l)p+ix~ J x2 J ... J xi-1 J [&xj+, -1 ... J XT+1 J o]l J UC 
i=2 
= (-l)‘+‘&(& J . . . J &-+I J 0) 
r+l 
+ c(-l)‘+‘+lx~ J ... J xi-1 J [&,x;+1 J . . . J XT.+1 J @] J UE. 0 
i=l 
4.8. Lemma. For any X E CD(E) and 0 E Cf’(tT) we have 
(9 
and 
(ii) 
Proof. The first statement is obvious. To prove the second one note that from (1.14) 
it follows that for any X,X1 E D(C) and 0 E A*(C) 8 D”(C) 
Now, by an elementary induction one can conclude that 
x1 J . . .JX;J[[X,On=ux,x,J...Jx;Jon 
+e& J.. ~J~s-~J~~s,~~J~sJ~~~J~;J~ 
(4.13) 
s=l 
for any Xl,. . . ,X; 15 D(E). 
Let X,X1, . . . ,X; E CD(&) and 0 E C:(E). Th en, since [Xs,xn = [X,,X] E CD(E), 
all the summands on the right-hand side of (4.13) vanish. Cl 
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4.9, Proof of Proposition 4.6. Consider 0 E C;P(I) and Xl,. . . , X;+l E CD(E). Then, 
by (4W, 
x, _I . . . J ;Y;,l J &(O) = (-1)“+l&(x1 J ' * * _I xi+1 _I 0) 
i+1 
+ x(-l)“+“& -1 ... J x,-l _I [xs,xs+l -I *** _I x;+l J @l J UC 
(4.14) 
S=t 
The first summand on the right-hand side vanishes by de~nition while the rest of them, 
due to (1.12), and since iI& E Al(E) @ Ov(E), can be represented in the form 
(-l)“f”(Xr J _*b -I x,-1 J [x,, .&+I J * ‘. _I &+I J @]) J UK. 
Since 0 E C;P(f) and XI,. . . , X;+r E CD(E), we have 
X s+f J * f * J &_I -I @ f ,+’ (a?) 
and by Lemma 4.8 (ii) the element [X8, X,+x J *. + J Xi+r j 01 belongs to Clef+‘-’ 
as well. Hence, all the summands in (4.14) vanish. 0 
4.10. Define a ~ltration in A*(E)@ Dv(E) by setting 
F’(AP(E) 63 OV(E)) = c;_,+,(E). (4.15) 
Obviously, 
F”(h*(z) @ W(C)) 3 F”+r(A”(E) EJ IY(E)) 
and, by Proposition 4.6, 
~3, (~~tA~(~) ~3 ~‘~~))) c ~‘(A~+‘(~~ ~i3 D’(E)). 
Thus, filtration (4.15) defines a spectral sequence for the complex (3.9) which we call 
the &-Spector sequence for the eq~~t~o~ 1. 
Remark. C-spectral sequences were introduced by A.M. Vinogradov (see [ll]). As 
A.M. Vinogradov noted (a private communication), the spectral sequence defined in 
Subsection 4.5 can also be viewed as a C-spectral sequence constructed with respect 
to fibers of the bundle K, : C(“) --+ M. It is analogous to the classical Leray-Serre 
sequence. 
The term Ee of the C-spectral sequence is of the form 
To describe these modules explicitly, just like it was done in Subsection 4.5, note 
that 
C,pfq(&) = (E CiA(E) A A;+“-“(E)) 8 Ov(c) 
i=p 
while 
Thus 
EF = @A(E) A A;(G) @ V(E). 0 
The configuration of the term Eu for the C-spectral sequence is given on Fig. 2. 
P =R 
Q = n-1 
” ” . 
. . * 
I.. 
Q 1 =: 
q=o 
p=o p=l . . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 2. The C-spectral sequence configuration (term ~70). 
Remark. The 0th column of the term Eu coincides with the horizontal de Rham 
complex for the equation & with coefficients in the bundle of vertical vector fields. 
Complexes of such a type were introduced by T. Tsujishita in [lo]. 
4.11. Considers as before, a formally integrable equation C c Jk(r) and the corre- 
sponding algebra 3(E) filtered by its subalgebras T;(E) (see Subsection 2.5). 
We say that an element 0 E M’(E)@ D’(E) is i-v&icuE if 
fc(@) tF~_-k_-l(E) = 0, (4.16) 
and denote by Vip(C) the set of all such elements. Obviously, V:(E) 1 ~ip+r(C) and 
V,P{e) = Ap(E) @ D”(I). 
Proposition. For any eqmtion & an embedding 
~&~V~(~~) c Y~~~{~} 
takes pow. 
Proof. Obviously, ~~~~)(3~{~)) c 3j+l(C> for any j 2 -k - 1. Consider elements 
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0 E V:(C) and 4 E F++2(C). Then, by definition 
~(~~(~~)(~) = Wk @I)(#) 
= Wk)(,W)(~)) - (-VWW(UE)(c6)) = 0. q 
4.12. Define a filtration in A*(E) @ Dv(C) by setting 
F$P(8) QD V(E)) = V;_JE)‘ 
Obviously, 
and 
F*(Ap(E) @J V(r)) c F’+r(M(l) @ D”(E)) 
&(F’(AP(E) CXI Dv(E))) c F’(Ap+‘(E) cs Dv(f)). 
(4.17) 
Thus, (4.17) defines a spectral sequence for the complex (3.9) which we call l&spectral. 
The term Eo for this spectral sequence is of the form 
EP& = vzq(f) 
0 V,“t;w 
p=O,l,..., q=o,-1, .**, -p. 
4.13. Now we shall compute the algebra H;(E) = Hz(x) for the “empty equation” 
J”(n) using the V-spectral sequence. 
First we represent elements of the modules EOpjq in a more convenient way. Denote 
-q by P and consider the bundle rr,,,_r : J’(T) -+ .F1(r) and a subbundle T,,,_~,v : 
T”(P(a)) -+ J’(n) of the tangent bundle T(J’(?r)) --+ J’(n) consisting of n7,r-r- 
vertical vectors. Then we have the induced bundle: 
Gl,,(WJW) - TV(~)) 
G,r(%*r-1,V) 
1 1 
“r,r--1,V 
J”W - Jr@>, 
and obviously, 
EOp’- = Apvr(r) @F(S) r(~&,r(~r,r-l,v)>- 
On the other hand, the bundle a&,,(n,,,_r,~) can be described in the following 
way. Consider the tangent bundle r : T(M) -+ 34, its rth symmetric power S’(r) : 
ST’(M) + M and the bundle 
TV @ rr*(ZP(r)) : ~‘(J’(ff)) @ ~*~S’~(~)) --f Jo(r), 
where TV : ~?‘(J”(T)) ---i Jo(r) is the bundle of n-vertical vectors (see Subsection 2.3). 
Then, at least locally, 
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It means that< locally we have an isomorphism 
p : E,p,-’ g F(T w) @‘g(m) hp-‘(X) @pJ(M) S’(wq) 
(see Subsection 2.3 for the notation F(K,xv)). Thus the term EO of the V-spectral 
sequence is of the form which is presented on Fig. 3. 
p=o p=l . . . . . . . . . 
q=o +, m) F(n, TV) 8 Al(7r) . . . ~(VV)@AP(~) . . . 
q = -1 FT(r, TV) @ SlD(M) . . . +, TV) 63 Aqn) c4 SID(M) . . . 
. . . . . * . . . . . . 
Q = -P I F(7r,7rJ+33SPD(M) ) ..- 
. . . 
Fig.3. The V-spectral sequence configuration for J”(n) (term &I). 
l- . . . 
Let (51,. . . , ccn) be local coordinates in M, $i be the coordinates arising naturally 
in J”(n), and & = d/&cl,. . . ,tn = d/&r, be the local basis in T(M) corresponding 
to (Xl,..., xn). Denote also by ,j, j = 1,. . . , m, local vector fields d/&j, where uj = 
<,, u) are coordinates along the fiber of the bundle r. Then any element 0 E EEy-’ is I..., 
of the form 
6; E Ap-+), 
while the identification ~1 can be represented as 
where o = (err,. . . ,on), o! = al! +. . . . CT,!, I” = (,“I . . . . .I,““. 
We use now the direct sum decomposition of Subsection 4.5 and represent R in the 
form 
P-T 
n = ~piAwi@Qi, 
i=o 
where p; E F(r,nv) 8 CP-‘-iA(7r), w; E Ai(lr), and &i = Q;(S) are homogeneous 
polynomials in [I,. . . , tn of the power q. 
From (3.15) it follows that in this representation the differential a0 : EopT-’ -+ E:*-‘+’ 
acts as 
P-T 
do(R) = C(-l)P_r-‘p; A 2 dz, A w; @I $. 
i=o s=l 
S 
(4.18) 
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Thus, ?Io reduces to Spencer &operators (see [9]) from which it follows that all its 
cohomologies are trivial except for the terms Ei”. But as it is easily seen from (4.18) 
and from the constructions of Subsections 4.5 and 4.10, 
EP>O = 
1 
Hence, only the 0th row survives in the term El and it is of the form 
a;s” 
0 + 3(n,nv) - 3(n,nv)@c’n(7r)+ ..I 
aP’0 
- 3(T, KY) @ CPA(7r) --L 3(7r, 7rv) @ cp+lA(~) 3 . . . 
Recall that & is induced by the differential 8, and that the latter increases the 
degree of horizontality for the elements from R*(r) ri9 II’(n) (Proposition 4.1). Again, 
taking into account considerations of Subsection 4.5 we see that 01 is trivial. Thus, we 
have proved the following 
Theorem. The V-spectral sequence for the “empty” equation &f”) = J”(K) stabilizes 
at the term El, i.e. El = Ez = . . . = E,, and C-cohomologies for this equation are of 
the form 
H;(T) s 3(7rpv) @3(1Fj CPA@). 
Remark. When A is a vector bundle, then 3(7r,7rv) %’ 3(n,n) (see Subsection 2.4) 
and 
4.14. This result allows to generalize the notion of evolutionary derivations and to 
introduce graded (or super-) evolutionary derivations. Namely, we choose a canonical 
coordinate system (x1$;) in J”(n) and for any element w = (LJ,. . . ,um) E F(n,nv)c3 
CPA(K), wj E CPA(K), set 
(4.19) 
We call 3, a graded evolutionary derivation with the generating form w E F(T, TV) B 
CPA(7r). Denote the set of such derivations by F?(X). 
The following local facts are obvious: 
6) LPd3b)) c CPAM 
(ii) 3, E ker(@), 
(iii) the correspondence w + 3, splits the natural projection 
ker(8:) + Hz(n) 
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and thus 
We shall show now that the Definition (4.19) is independent of local coordinates. 
The proposition below, as well as its proof, is quite similar to that one which has been 
proved in [4] for “ordinary” evolutionary derivations. 
Proposition. Any element 52 E A*(%) @ D”(T) which satisfies the conditions (i) and 
(ii) above, i.e. for ulhich C(R)(F(?r)) C CPh(7r) and a?,(Q) = 0, is Uniquely determined 
by the restriction of t(R) onto &(7r) = C”“(JO(n)). 
Proof. First recall that R is uniquely determined by the derivation l(a) E o@(A*) 
(see Lemma 1.1). Further, since L(Q) is a graded derivation and due to the fact that 
c(Q)(de) = (-l)‘d(C(Q)(fl)) (4.20) 
for any 6 E A*(R) ( see the proof of Lemma l.l), c(n) is uniquely determined by its 
restriction onto F(n) = A’(r). 
Now, from a?,(n) = 0 it follows that 
0 = I[&, fill(d) = ~(KJ~(~)(~)) - (-I)“~(~)(VG(~)). (4.21) 
Let R be such that C(fl)],(,, = 0 and suppose that we have proved that L(fl)],(,l = 
0. Then taking 4 = pi,161 = T, and using (4.21) we obtain 
(-l)“W)(dpj, - e%+lidz;) = ~(G~)(~(~)(P-$) = 0. 
i=l 
In other words, 
= l(fl)(dpj,) = (-l)“d(l(n)(pj,) = 0. 
Since Z(s2)(d+li) E C*A(r), we conclude that fZ(fl)($j+l,) = 0, i.e. L(R)]3;+1(r1 = 
0. q 
Remark. The element U, = Cj,, (dd - Cid+lidz;) 8 a/&$ itself is an example of 
an evolutionary derivation: U, = 3,, w = (w&, . . . , WE), where w&, = duj - Ci$iidzj. 
4.15. Since 7-(n, TV) @ C*A(?r) = F(n,~v) 8 Cjao dA(r) is identified with H;(n), it 
carries the structure of a graded Lie algebra (see Subsection 1.4). The corresponding 
operation in F(r,nv) 8 C*A( ) r is denoted by {., .} and is called the graded Jacobi 
bracket. Thus, for any w ‘E r(n, TV) 8 CPA(r) and 8 E F(K, TV) 18 PA(r) we have 
{w, 0) E F(?r, TV) 6~ CP+QA(a) and 
{w, 0) + (--I)V+} = 0, 
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~~-l)(~~~)q~~,{e,~}~ = 0, 
where p E .;C(n, rr~) @ CrA(n). 
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To express the graded Jacobi bracket in more efficient terms we prove the following 
Proposition. The space K*(T) = xi20 K’(F) of super ~vo~ut~o~ury ~er~vut~ons is a 
graded Lie subakgebra in h*(n) @ D”(T), i.e. for any two generating forms w,B E 
F(7r, nv) 63 C*A(n) the ~~~~et @?I,, 3 11 0 is agate an evo~~t~o~ary ~er~uatio~ and 
U3~9 30ll = 3{W,e). (4.22) 
Proof. It is obvious that [3,, 381 E ker(&). 
Let X E CD(x). Then, since X J 3, = X J 30 = 0, from (1.14) it follows that 
X J [‘&,,3ej = (-1)~~X,3~~ J 38 - (-l)~~~X,~e~ -I 3,. 
Let X = Di, where Iii is the total derivation along 2; in the chosen coordinate system. 
Then we have 
Since any X E CD(n) is a linear combination of f)i’s, 
CD(r) -I [3~, 3ej =; 0, 
i,e.[t3,, 381 E C*A(n) B Dv(n). H ence, Proposition 4.14 implies that [3W, 381 is an 
evolutionary derivation. Cl 
From (4.22) and from Proposition 4.15 it fohows that if (&,. , . ,c.P) and (@I,. . . ,P) 
are local representations of w and 6 respectively then 
{W,Q}’ = 2 (3,j(8”)-(-1)““~3ei(U’)), (4.23) 
j=l 
iz 1 ,‘.S, 
For exammile, if w = fZ(U,)(f) = df - zi D;(f)&;, 8 = U%(g), f,g E I’(K), then 
i = 1 , . . . , m. In particular, 
{&&Qb} = 0, 
where &,w! are the Cartan forms (see (2.7)). 
(4.24) 
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5. C-cohomologies of evolution equations 
Here we give a complete description for C-cohomologies of systems of evolution equa- 
tions and consider some examples. 
5.1. Let C be a system of evolution equations of the form 
~=p(z,t,c )...) g ,... ), 
dt 
j=l,..., m, lal<k, (54 
where 5 = (~1,. ..,x~),‘zL = (ur,. . . , urn). Then the functions 2, t,$i, where j = 
1 ,‘“, 772, u = @I,..., cn), can be chosen as internal coordinates on CtW). In this 
coordinate system the element 17, is represented as 
where D cr = D”’ o . . . o Dun 1 71, for u = (frr,...,fln). If 
then, as it follows from (1.4), the differential 8~ acts as 
where 
(5.2) 
5.2. To proceed with computations consider a direct sum decomposition 
M’(f) @I Dv(E) = A;(t) 8 D"(T) $ dt A A;-‘(n) 18 Dv(r), (5.4) 
where K : Rm x IRn -, Pin is the natural projection with the coordinates (ul, . . . , urn) 
and (51,. . . ,x,) in Rm and Rn respectively, while A;(r) d enotes the algebra of exterior 
forms on J”(n) with the variable t E R as a parameter in their coefficients. From (5.3) 
and due to (1.6) it follows that if 0 E Ap(C) @ Dv(E) and 
is the decomposition corresponding to (5.4), then 
&(O) = &(Op) + dt A (LE(W) - &(W-‘)), (5.5) 
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(5.6) 
a; 
. . . - lq(?r) 63 DV(7r) - Rf+yTT)@ DV(7r) - . . . 
dtALE 
1 
dthLE 
1 
VW 
. . . - dt~hi,(n)@D~(n) _id,,; dtr\Rf+l(n)~Dv(~) - ..e 
* 
0 0 
From (5.5) and from the fact that 8, o 8, = 0 it follows that (5.7) is a bicomplex whose 
total differential is 3~. Thus, from the general theory of bicomplexes (cf. [6]) we see 
that to calculate Hi(E) it is necessary: 
(i) To compute cohomologies of the upper and lower lines of (5.7). Denote them by 
H&(w) and Hi(n) respectively. 
(ii) To describe the mappings L% : H;(n) -+ Hi(n) induced by dt A LE. 
Then we have 
From 
K:(T) is 
CPA@) 
IL:(&) = ker(L$) $ coker(Li-l). (5.8) 
Theorem 4.13 it follows that ILL(x) = K:(T) and Hi(n) = dt A K”,-‘(T), where 
the set of all evolutionary derivations with generating forms from F(r, X) @ 
parametrized by t (we write F(n,n) instead of F(n,av) since r is a vector 
bundle in the case under consideration). Let w = (wl,. . . ,wm) be such a form. Then, 
as it is easily seen from (5.6), 
where 
p(w) = x(x fg(Duw’) -D&q) 8 &. 
j s,u u (5.9) 
Comparing (5.9) with (2.10) we see that IF’ is the extension of the universal lineariza- 
tion operator for the equation (5.1) onto the module F(r,rr) 8 CpAt(n). 
Remark. Note that when the operator A is the sum of monomials Xr o . . . o XT the 
action 
A(w) = ~X,(X,(...(X,(w))...)) 
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is weII defined for any form w such that Xi J w = 0, i = 1,. . . , T. It is just the case for 
the formula (5.9), since X J w = 0 for any X E CD(C) and w E PA(E). 
Thus we have the following generalization of (2.6). 
Theorem. Let 8 be a system of evolution equations of the form (5.1),( F = IF’ be 
corresponding universal linearization operator restricted onto 8(W) and lEp be the ez; 
tension of 1~ onto F(K, T) @I CPAt(7r). Then 
I$(,?) Z ker(@)) $ dt A coker(l(P-‘)). & 
5.3. Now we shall look more closely at the module 
H:(E) E ker(ll_‘)) $ dt A coker(@)) 
and describe infinitesimal deformations of evolution equations in the form ready for 
concrete computations. From the decomposition given by the previous theorem we see 
that there are two types of infinitesimal deformations: those ones which lie in ker(@)) 
and those which originate from dt A coker(@)). The latter ones are represented by the 
elements of the form 
ul = Cgjdt CXI & = dt 8 8, 
j 
(5.10) 
where gj E F(E). Deformations corresponding to (5.10) are of the form 
U(E) = U& + UrE + . . . (5.11) 
But it is easily seen that the first two summands in (5.11) determine an equation of 
the form 
U; = fj +,gj, j=l m, ,..‘, (5.12) 
which is infinitesimally equivalent to the initial equation iff 8 E im(Zf)). The deforma- 
tions (5.12) preserve the class of evolution equations. The other ones lie in ker(@)) and 
we shall deduce explicit formulae for their computation. For the sake of simplicity we 
consider the case dim(n) = m = 1, dim(M) = n = 2 (one space variable). 
5.4. Let w; = dpi - p;+Idx; - D$(f)dt, i = 0, 1,. . . , be the basis of Cartan forms on 
&(OO), where f = f’(x,t,po , . . . ,pk), x = x1, and p; corresponds to &/8xi. Then any 
w E ClA(.E) can be represented as 
c 
w = c @.w;, 8 E 3(f). 
i=o 
Thus we have 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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where fj denotes af/apj. By definition, we have 
(fjD$(#&) = f‘(&(. * .(D,Ih.G)). .*>I 
and therefore, 
(fjD$)(&J;) = fj h 6) D~-y#$$+s. 
s=o 
On the other hand, 
(5.16) 
L+(#%Jj) = rt,((ti”)w; + ~~~{#~~. (5.17) 
Since w; = @(we) and [Of, D,] = 0, one has 
Dt(w;) = ~~~~~~~0)) = ~~~~~~~0~~. (5.18) 
But we = ,C(UE)(~O) and [Dl,L(Ug)] = 0. Hence, 
Dt(oO) =I t(UE)(Dt(PO)) = I = 5 fjwj- (5.19) 
j=O 
Combining now (5.14)-(5.i9) we find out that the equation if)(w) = 0 written in 
the coordinate form looks as 
Taking into account that {w;j;>e is the basis in CrA(C) and equating the coefficients 
at wi we obtain that (5.20) is equiv~ent o 
(5.21) 
wheres=O 1 t ,“‘f It-j-r-l, which is the final form of (5.14) for the concrete calculations 
(we set @ = f’ = 0 for i > r and j > k in (5.21)). 
Consider some examples now. 
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5.5. Let E be the heat equation 
Ut = u,,. 
For this equation (5.21) looks as 
R(4”) = WcbO), 
E(4’) t 2&(4O) = &(4l>, 
. . . (5.22) 
R(&> t 2&4(7+) = Dt(#Q 
D&v) = 0. 
Simple but rather cumbersome computations show that the basis of solutions for (5.22) 
consists of the functions 
40 = f: A(j+s) 223 
j=O 
(2j)! ’ 
. . . 
42; = 22°F (i +li-i)A(j+s-i)&, 
j=O 
$2s = z2”A 
for T = 2s and 
40 = f: A(j+s+l) x2j+l 
j=O (2j + l)!’ 
42; = 2% E (’ +,-j) A(j+s-i+l) ,2~~~,!, 
j=O 
42i+l 22i+l = Ah++&, 
. . . 
4 23+1 = 223+1A 
for r=2s+l. 
In both cases A = 1, t, . . . , t’ and A(‘) denotes d’A/dt’. 
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Remark. Let 4 = Cj &jwj b e an element of Hi(f) and 11, E .T( K, T) be a symmetry 
of the equation ,C. Then, as it follows from Subsection 3.7 (see (3.18)), the element 
%$($J) is a symmetry of & again. In particular, since the equation under consideration 
is linear, it possesses the symmetry $ = a. Hence, its symmetries include those of the 
form 
where @ are given by the formulae above. 
5.6. The second example we consider 
ut = uuz + u,,. 
Theorem. The ody s~l~t~o~ of the 
(5.23) &s w = cvwot (Y = const. 
is the Burgers equation 
(5.23) 
Proof. Let w = #‘we + +. . + 6 w,-. Then equations (5.21) transform into 
Po&(4O) t G(4O) = a($O”) -I- &,+I@, 
j=l 
mDz(+l) + D&Q) + mr.(#“o) = q$‘> + cti + l)Pjcijj, 
j=2 
PO&(@‘> + D:(F) + 2&(@3 = Dt(df) t rw#A 
D&q = 0. 
To prove the theorem we apply the scheme of [13] which was used to describe the 
symmetry algebra of the Burgers equation. 
Denote by K, the set of solutions of (5.24). A direct computation shows that 
EC1 = tow0 I a E RI 
and that any element w E X,, 
0 = f&w, + ;PO% 
(5.25) 
r>l,isoftheform 
t ;zcP t a,_*)w,_r + cR(r - 2), (5.26) 
where rr, = c+(t), aT_r = a,_r(t), u(~) denotes dicY/dti and R(s) is an arbitrary linear 
combination of wo, . . . ,a, with the coefficients in F(I). 
Lemma 1. For any evoktion equation E one has 
Ifsym( C) , ker(@) ) j c ker( @I). 
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Proof of Lemma 1. In fact, we know that there exists the natural action of sym(l) = 
rr;,o(G on ~~(~~~ t see Subsection 1.4). On the other hand, if X = 3, f sym(~} and 
0 = 338 E ker(Ei ), where 5, E F’(Z) and 6 E GlRt(n), then [X,3] = 3<,,,). But the 
element 
obviously lies in @A,(r). q 
Thus, if 34 E sym(&‘) and w f Kerr then (4,~) E kern) as well. 
Let # = pr. Then we have 
If o E K, then, since pr is a symmetry of C, from (5.26) and from Lemma 1 we obtain 
that 
add-‘) I= &-%r + ~(~~ E nr, 
where ad4 = (9, -)* Taking into account (5.25) we get that ot-‘l = 0, or 
or = a() + art + * * . + a,_zr2, a; E R. (5.27) 
Recall now (see [13]) that 
@ = @pz + (t2Po + tz)p1+ tpo + z 
is a symmetry of (5.23) and compute {a,~} for w of the form (5.26). To do this we 
shall need another lemma. 
Lemma 2. For any d, f F(C) the ~~e~~~~~ 
34o.c~=c~o34 
holds, where U = DYE. 
Proof of Lemma 2. In fact, 
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On the other hand, 
~(,%h)W =f2#Qa+2 + ( t2Dz(p) + (t2po + tZ)#qWa+l 
+ (t2m4a) t (t2po +tS)&(cp) + (Ppl .+. q(qwae 
Thus, we finally obtain 
{a, fPws1 = l@, 9qwa + (S + l)(@pr + t)w, 
- 2~2W4%Js+l + R(3 - 1). 
Applying (5.28) to (5.26) we get 
ad+(w) = {!I!,o} = (rto, - ~2*~))~~ + a(~ - I), 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
Let now w E & and suppose that w has a nontrivial coefficient cy,. of the form (5.27), 
and ai be the first nontrivial coefficient in cr,.. Then, by (5.29), 
ad&-‘(w) = o~w,. + Q(T - 1) E X,.:,, 
where cyt is a polynomial of the degree r - 1. This contradicts to (5.27) and thus finishes 
the proof. q 
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